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NOT FOR FIELD USE
ELIGIBLE
DET. NOT ELIG.
NOMINATED
CERTIFIED REHAB
DATE

project name county 

Louisville Survey Boulder
current building name 
Museum

address 

1001 Main Street

historic name 
Jacoe Store

district name 
N/A

film roll negative nos. 
bv S.Mehls no. LSV-1 19,20

city 
Louisville

owner 
Louisvi.
Louisvi. 
749 Mail

state ID no. 5BL830.18
temporary no.LSVQ

Lie Historical Commission-City of 
Lie 
i Street, Louisville, CO

tnsp IS range 69T-J sec 8 , SE %, NE %

USGS quad name 65(79)yr. X 7.5' 15'

blk. lot(s) addition yr. of addition 
1 -> Barclay Place 1897

loc. of neg. 
CHS

paste photograph here, use archival glue.

: style 
: Vernacular 19th century frame false front

materials 

Wood Frame

architectural description

Frame 1-story early 20th century false front 
building. Built for use as a neighborhood gro 
typical large pane windows (now boarded) on e 
of central entrance. Kickplates below windows 
Has gabled front, with false front extending
line. There is a small shed-roofed addition on 
half of the north side wall. On side '.of build 
deteriorated painted advertisement for coca-c

stories 
1

sq. footage 
830

commercial 
eery. Has 
ither side 
intact, 
above roof- 
the rear 

ing is a 
ola.

additional pages yes XX no

date of construction 

1904 estimate actual
source 

Virginia Caranci, niece of Jacoe

use 

Storage present

Retail historic

condition 
excellent good

XX fair deteriorating

extent of alterations 
XX minor moderate ma-jor

describe: 

Windows boarded

XX original moved
date(s) of move:

field assessment 
XX eligible not eligible

district potential 

XX yes no contributing
non-contributing

local landmark designation 
Louisville 
Landmark name date
_
associated buildings? XX yes 
type 1009 Main

if inventoried, list ID nos. 

LSV-10



plan shape architect

source

Unknown

builder/contractor 

Unknown 

source

source
Information not provided 
by Louisville Historical 
Commission.

theme(s) Mountains-coal mining; 
Urban-mining,rail era

construction history (descriptions, names, dates, etc. relating to major additions or 
alterations to original structure)

Historic addition on north side of structure built to increase stockroom capacity. Brick 
chimney on north side is recent reconstruction of earlier one.

continued XX no

historical background (discuss important persons and events associated with this structure) 
Typical retail store of Louisville from the early twentieth century. Is somewhat isolated 
from the heart of the business community about three blocks further south and located in 
what was traditionally a residential neighborhood. The neighborhood grocery was also a 
neighborhood gathering spot. The grocer, Eliseo Jacoe, who rented the store for many years, 
was well known locally and may be considered a minor leader in the local Italian community.

continued yes XX no

significance (check appropriate categories and briefly justify below)

architectural significance: 
__represents the work of a master 
__possesses high artistic values 
XXrepresents a type, period or method

of construction 
Area of Significance: Agriculture

historical significance: 
_associated with significant persons 
_associated with sig. events patterns 
_contributes to an historic district
Level of Significance: 

-Date: 1900-
Local

statement of significance

This building is the best, intact, well-preserved example of a neighborhood grocery. The 
building form, typically with large-pane display windows and central entrance, is an excel 
lent illustration of this once common commercial resource type in the late 19th - earlv 
20th century period.

It also addresses the following RP3 concerns: correlation of mining to local economic 
activity—grocery; information on physical form of rail era and mining towns.

continued yes XX no

references (be specific)
Personal communication with Ivan Urnovitz,Louisville Historical Commission, 8/3/85.
Conarroe, Carolyn, The Louisville Story, Louisville: Louisville Times, 1978.

continued yes no
surveyed by b - Melils,U.Melils, Affiliation

Western
date



Jacoe Store, Louisville, CO

3. Classification
Category

district
_J£Xbuilding(s) 

structure
site
object

Ownership
_XX public 

private
both

Public Acquisition
n ' a in process
n./ a being considered

Status
occupied

XX unoccupied 
XX work in progress 
Accessible
XX Ves: restricted 

.. yes: unrestricted
no

Present Use
agriculture
commercial
educational
entertainment
government
industrial

. military

YYAA museum
. park

private residence
religious
scientific
transportation
other:



Louisville Multiple Resource Area 
Boulder County, CO

City of Louisville Planning Dept. 
Date: 1984 (revised) 
Scale: l"=200 f


